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The match-up…

Source : Wikipedia
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Team Bolt-Woods Team Taleb

Nassim Nicholas Taleb is a Lebanese-American 
essayist, scholar, mathematical statistician, 
and former option trader and risk analyst, 
whose work concerns problems of 
randomness, probability, and uncertainty. His 
2007 book The Black Swan has been described 
by The Sunday Times as one of the twelve 
most influential books since World War II.

Usain St Leo Bolt : Greatest 
sprinter of all time.

Eldrick Tont "Tiger" Woods is an 
American professional golfer and 
is widely regarded as one of the 
greatest golfers of all time .



Round 1 : Experience counts

Winner : Nassim Taleb (age 61)

Yes, we know that Tiger (45) was playing golf since the 
age of 2, and Usain (34) was running fast since he started 
running, but it’s “time in the markets” that counts.  

Taleb0-1Bolt-Woods



Round 2 : The Black Swan Effect*

Winner : Tie

Tiger’s 1st Major win at Augusta in 1997 at age 21 by 12 
strokes still remains the highest winning margin and the 
youngest winner.  The quintessential Black Swan.  But 
credit also goes to Taleb for popularising the term in 
2007, just prior to the 2008 Black Swan GFC.

Taleb½ - 1 ½ Bolt-Woods

*The Black Swan Effect refers to 
the arrival of an unpredicted, low 
probability and high impact event.



Round 3 : Timing counts, but it’s not everything

Winner : Bolt

We all know that timing tops and bottoms of markets 
successfully is extremely difficult, (which is probably why Taleb
left his option-trading career to become an author) so the win 
goes to Bolt who would have a faster reaction time.

Taleb1 ½ - 1 ½ Bolt-Woods

Rio Olympics : 100m Final

Source : NY Times



Round 4 : Taking hidden risks

Winner : Woods

Most investment underperformance 
occurs because of undisclosed or hidden risk, eg credit risk in fixed 
income and governance risk in equities. Woods wins because of the 
combination of his experience, the Black Swan event of his wife finding 
out, and his quick reaction time to escape.

Taleb2½ - 1 ½ Bolt-Woods

Tiger Woods’ car - after his wife found 
out about his hidden risks.

Source : ESPN



Final Round : Aim for Antifragility

The Concept

“Antifragility is beyond resilience or robustness. The resilient resists 
shocks and stays the same; the antifragile gets better.”

Taleb2½ - 1 ½ Bolt-Woods

Source : NN Taleb – “Antifragile”



Final Round  : Aim for Antifragility

The Evidence : Usain Bolt

Taleb2½ - 1 ½ Bolt-Woods

• In his final race in 2017, Usain Bolt 
pulled a hamstring and was unable 
to finish the race.  

• He set a 100m world record in 2009 
which still stands, but despite a 
further 8 years of training was 
unable to better the time.

VERDICT : Resilient, but NOT Antifragile

Source : ESPN



Final Round  : Aim for Antifragility

The Evidence : Tiger Woods

Taleb2½ - 1 ½ Bolt-Woods

• An injury list that kept the 
medical profession busy.

• A history of crashing cars in a 
vain attempt to prove his 
antifragility.  

VERDICT : FRAGILE

Source : ESPN



Final Round  : Aim for Antifragility

The Evidence : Nassim Taleb

Taleb2½ - 1 ½ Bolt-Woods

VERDICT : ANTIFRAGILE 

• Never fooled by randomness.
• Predicted black swan events.
• Wrote the book on Antifragility.
• Has skin in the game.

2½ - 2 ½ 



Woods & Bolt vs Taleb

Lessons learnt



Lessons learnt

• Experience (aka “time in the market”) counts a lot.

• Be prepared for Black Swan event risk.

• Timing is important but it’s not everything.  Having other skills (i.e diversifying) is 

more important.

• Be careful of hidden risks.

• Aim to include investments that do well when things go wrong. (Antifragile)
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Thank you.

Sincere apologies to Tiger Woods, Usain Bolt and Nassim Taleb who were not involved in making this 
competition.


